
        LET’S DISCOVER 
NOUMEA 

Let’s go and discover 

the city of Noumea 



AQUARIUM 

The Aquarium is at the Anse Vata. 

There are all sorts of fish and sharks. 

There are beautiful turtles. There are 

visitors com from Noumea, Australia, 

France .            

We can take pictures and video .You 

mustn't give food and touch and 

animals.  



ANSE VATA 

There are work outs people can 

exercise, there are long beaches with 

coconuts trees, there are restaurants, 

hotels and there are islands . 

You can do kite-surfing, can swim, play 

in the sand, watch fish and run. There 

is the fast food Quick restaurant next to 

aquarium, and there is also the casino. 



COCONUT SQUARE 
Coconuts Square is in the city center of Noumea . It’s a big 

square with trees, a kiosk and cafés. You can eat , go to 

the restaurants or  wait for the bus and the taxi . There are 

concerts, shows like  The Festival Of Lights at Christmas.   

Around the square you can see disc 

shops, bookshops, clothes shops . The 

Fountain is in the center. 

Children like playing and riding bikes.  



MUSEUM OF WORLD WAR II 

 It is located in the city center, in a half moon made by 
the US army dating from 1943. There are different 
rooms with guns, a jeep, different small rooms 
representing an infirmary, a camp, a desk … 

There are veterans’ medals and many 

objects dating from the war. You can 

watch documentaries about the history 

of the war , watch the temporary 

exhibitions and use the software made 

available.  



FOREST PARK 

There are many animals : Notou 

and cagou, there are Caledonian 

birds ? 

There are playgrounds for children , 

there are pick-nik areas and there is 

a dry forest. 



THE PIERRE VERNIER PATH 
At the Pierre Vernier promenade , there are two 

roads , one for pedestrians. There are also many 

mini parks to exercise with some really beautiful 

trees. There is the sea with a very big island in 

center . 
 ACTIVITIES 

You can run, work, ride a bike, exercise 

on tracks, rollerblading, playing with 

the scooter, enjoy, laugh, practice, or 

just watch the fabulous scenery of the 

Sea. 


